Dr. J. Nanda Gopal and Dr. M. Rathna Kumari, Heads, depts. of Chemistry and Physics respectively, accepted graciously to judge the competition.

The participants explained their posters for adjudging them.
1 HOUR.
2 JUDGES.
3 PRIZES
41 PARTICIPANTS.
On Friday (07/10/2016), a pleasant afternoon, Vivekananda Hall of VEC campus turned into a hub of “artivity”. Students from different quarters were busily displaying their beautiful, meaningful, colourful posters. It was a kaleidoscope of colours that showered the judges when they came to peruse the Poster Making competition of the Literary Club, which inaugurated its activities with this blast of colour. The topic soared high - “English Now- How important?”. The students had delved deep into its confines and come out with stories, poems, adages, sayings and quotations galore to reiterate the propensity of the topic. Each and everyone of them had done a spectacular job and was worthy of a prize. It ended on a note of expectation as the judges announced the prizes. Faculty of the English department decided to hold more competitions of this sort to encourage the students to learn this exotic language.
English Now- How important?
PRIZE WINNERS

● First Prize
Sreethoshini, I ECE-B

● Second Prize
Poornima, I IT-A
Priyadharshini, I CSE-B

● Third Prize
Aishwarya, I IT-A
Thousik Rahman, I CSE-A
To participate in such fun competitions, please join VEC-Literary Club via www.velammal.edu.in